Abstract-On the basis of research status from both at home and abroad and in view of the leakage diffusion of heavy gas stored in pressure vessels, this paper selects the heavy gas diffusion's Heavy Gas Dispersion Model in Laminar and Turbulent Atmosphere Laminar and Turbulent Atmosphere environment of Heavy Gas Dispersion Model model and multipuff Gaussian model to calculate the total amount of dangerous gas leaking from the pressure vessel into the environment based on the leakage calculation model and calculate the density of gas cloud real-timely with comprehensive consideration of time, wind speed, atmospheric stability, geographical environment and other environmental parameters. This paper aims at optimizing model algorithms to improve the model calculation speed by introducing OpenMP shared memory parallel programming under multiple CPU cores, thus calculate real-timely the density of heavy gas clouds.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the sustainable development of China's economic, the proportion taken up by chemical industry in the country's economic foundation increase constantly, meanwhile more kinds and number of dangerous chemicals gas come into being. There is great meaning to master the regularity of heavy gas's leakage and diffusion and timely predict gas diffusion to take measures to reduce disaster losses.
So far, domestic and foreign experts and scholars have developed a lot of heavy gas diffusion models such as Three-dimensional Fluid Dynamics Model, BM Model, Similar Model, Box Model and The LTA-HGDM Model as the extension model of the similar model and box model, etc. Although the calculation precision of Three-dimensional fluid mechanics model is good, the amount of calculation is large and the calculation is too complicated; BM model is consist of calculation diagrams presented according to the experimental data of heavy gas's leakage ,so it is an empirical model with fine calculation accuracy and poor extensionality; Similar model and box model can only predict the general characteristics of diffusion gas clouds, regardless of the gas cloud's detailed characteristic on space; LTA HGDM (Heavy Gas Dispersion Model in Laminar and Turbulent Atmosphere Laminar and Turbulent Atmosphere environment of Heavy Gas Dispersion Model[1]) model with the basis of the box model can give out a complete description of the process of heavy gas's leakage and diffusion with the combination of the virtual point sources.
Comparing with fluid mechanics calculation model and the three-dimensional finite element model, it has characteristics of small amount of calculation and high calculation precision. Therefore, the author select LTA-HGDM which is the improved from model of the Box Model to simulate the diffusion process of heavy gas clouds. As the air goes in continuously, the density of heavy gas clouds will continue to decrease and diffusion caused by the collapse of heavy gas will gradually gives way to that by environment turbulence [2], as a result, multi-puff Gaussian model is always adopted to describe the diffusion process of heavy gas clouds in late period.
In order to improve the model's calculation precision and real-timely calculate the density of heavy gas clouds diffusion in accordance with the time change at the same time, in the process of converting model calculation formula into the algorithm, the parallel calculation is introduced to improve the speed of model calculation. In multi-core era, multithread and multi-process can be adopted to realize parallel mode under stand-alone microcomputer [3] .Adopting multithread means in stand-alone multi-core environment is possible because memory is shared. No access to shared data access, only the problem of data competition and lock exist. However, under multiple processes model, each process has its own storage space. In order to undertake data sharing between processes, it is necessary to achieve data relocation through communication. With comprehensive consideration of the selected calculation model of leakage diffusion, mainly is the sharing of data, and multiple processes models will increase the overhead of message passing, so the multithread means are used to undertake algorithm optimization. The Open MP programming in multithreaded take full advantage of the characteristics of the shared storage architecture, avoid the overhead of messaging and provides the parallel mechanism of fine-grained and coarse-grained. Also no big changes of codes are needed when converting serial program to parallel program except for some guidance statements, so the author choose the Open MP programming model in stand-alone environment.
II. LEAKAGE DIFFUSION MODEL OF HEAVY GAS CLOUDS
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involves many complicated problems, such as weather the leakage or diffusion is moment leakage or continuous leakage, the density of gas leakage, leakage direction, the phase transformation involved, the settlement of the droplets, weather conditions and nature of the ground. In order to simplify the analysis, we make the following hypothesis [2] . 1, the gas clouds spread over the plain ground with no obstacles;2, neither chemical reaction and phase transformation in the gas clouds nor droplet subsidence phenomenon;3, Wind direction is the horizontal direction, and the wind's speed and direction does not change with time, place and height;4, no heat exchange between gas clouds and the environment.
A. Leakage Calculation Model
The speed of pressure gas leakage is associated with its flow state, and its characteristics can be described by critical flow and the subcritical flow. When it is in accordance with , the gas flow belongs to a subsonic gas flow. Among which, 0 P = atmospheric pressure (Pa), P = container pressure (Pa) and k = gas isentropic exponent which is the ratio between isobaric heat capacity and the constant volume heat capacity. When the gas leakage rate is approximately equal to the speed of sound, its quality leakage rate can be counted with the equation
When gas moves in subsonic flow, the leakage rate can be accounted by
The calculation of expansion factor 
B. Multi-Puff Gaussian Model
When heavy gas clouds caused by leakage of dangerous gases are in late period of the diffusion in the atmosphere, and the gas clouds are continuously diluted by air with density close to air, Gaussian model can be used to simulate the gas diffusion process. According to different ways of leakage, the Gaussian model can be divided into Gaussian model and Gaussian plume model. Classic Multi-puff Gaussian model's expression[4] is:
In order to improve the calculation accuracy, the gas diffusion model put forward by He Ning, etc by introducing a time factor is adopted to establish the time function to the dynamic transformation [5] as basis points. Assumes that the total time of gas leakage into the heavy gas diffusion is T, a total number of air mass is n in time. At time t, formula [6] to compute the superposition of concentration at point(x, y, 0) is
In which, C (x, y, 0) = the concentration at the coordinates(x, y) to the wind on the ground; u = wind speed, and the unit is m/s; t = time, and the unit is s; q = the emissions during the accident (kg/s); atmospheric stability
C. LTA-HGDM Model
Assuming that the cloud radius is R and the height is h, it is believed that cloud's static pressure is equal to the power of the air drag, and thus the radial size changing rate of the cloud clusters [8] is:
Among which:
. In cases that isothermal flow or diffusion gas has the same molar heat with air and nonisothermal flow cases in which ground heating can be ignored, the value of b can be approximately equal to 0 b .
. In which, Integrate equation (5) to get:
Cloud's volume is as follows: and:
In the process of heavy gas clouds spread, as the air continuously come in, the edge of the cloud is continually diluted by air and presents the Gaussian distribution, and air entrainment effect is not immediately influenced inside the cloud. All the assumptions are within the range of radius, and the gas cloud concentration distribution is uniformity. At this time the concentration can be expressed as: Due to the fact that the diffusion of heavy gas clouds is under the environment of atmospheric turbulence, so the heavy gas diffusion coefficient comes from two aspects of turbulent diffusion caused by subsidence and environmental turbulence diffusion [7] :
It is generally believed that cloud height is the height of the cylinder in box model [1] , namely:
.On the calculation of ra  , use the following formula:
In the process of heavy gas clouds spread, as the air continuously come in, the edge of the cloud is continually diluted by air and presents the Gaussian distribution, and air entrainment effect is not immediately influenced inside the cloud.. Judgment of weather heavy gas clouds shift to the heavy gas clouds of points can use the rule of Ri: when the Ri is less than the critical Richardson number, heavy gas clouds convert into non heavy gas clouds [9] , and the gas cloud diffusion model transformation convert into Gaussian model. Define the Richardson number as follows: The significance of symbols in each formula above is as following:R is the cloud core radius; H is cloud height; V is the cloud volume, ρ is initial density of the cloud, V is the initial volume of the cloud, H is cloud's initial height, T is cloud's diffusion time, L is the feature of cloud sizes，C is cloud's internal Moore coefficient; σ is radial diffusion coefficient caused by gravity settling， σ is the vertical diffusion coefficient caused by gravity sedimentation, and the unit is m; a is the cloud's gravity drop coefficient; Ri is a critical Richardsion number, in this paper, the values of 8; Ri is Richardsion number; R is cloud radius; g is the gravitational acceleration; ρ is the air density; R is initial radius of the cloud; D is initial diameter of the cloud; Δ is the initial density difference between clouds and the surrounding air; τ is features of cloud diffusion time; r and z are cylindrical coordinates of predicted points， σ is the vertical diffusion coefficient caused by gravity sedimentation; σ is the cloud's gravity drop coefficient; Ri is a critical Richardsion number; U is the environment wind speed.
III. ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Open MP is programming model based on the thread. Its execution model adopts the Fork -Join form . The ForkJoin execution mode at the time of start, there is only one is called "the main thread" running threads. In the running process of the main thread, when faced with the need for parallel computing, it derived the thread to perform the tasks in parallel. At the time of parallel execution, the main thread and spawned thread work together. At the end of the parallel code executed, spawned thread exit or hang up, not in work, and the control process come back to the separate main thread [10] .
Pseudo codes which the Algorithm designs are as follows:
(1) Input environment atmosphere pressure, pressure container, vessel rupture area, dangerous gas temperature and take use of the leakage calculation model to calculate the gas leakage quantity Q within a certain time range.
(2) According to the time change, real-timely calculate the concentration of dynamic computing clouds. For a period of time, the scope of the concentration of cloud is accumulative value of each point cloud concentration. Join # romp parallel and # pragma omp for reduction (+: condensity) into the main thread to loop parallelization compiler guidance statements. Condensity is accumulated value of concentration, because the first time Idensity depends on the( i-1) cycle as a result, use the reduction to reduce circular dependencies.
(3) Call # pragma omp parallel sections num_threads statement (3) compiled instruction, and create three parallel threads. In the parallel area, call # pragma omp section to compile guidance statements, in the process of heavy gas clouds are calculated separately, and the diffusion radius R and friction velocity and volume V.
(4) Call # pragma omp barrier compilation instructions to calculate the value of Ri. Judge the relative size between Ri value and the number of critical Richardson. If Ri< Richardson number, the program execute step (7) and (8) . Otherwise, it executes the first step (5) and (6). (6) Again call # pragma omp barrier compile statements which synchronize the threads. Call the # pragma omp parrllel the statement (val) instruction, calculate the heavy gas cloud density according to the r value and the relative size. 
